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1. Are employers allowed to ask employees to get vaccinated or ask about their vaccination status 

or are there any legal/HIPAA regulations that limit employers from asking? HIPAA only applies to 
health care providers and health care insurers.  It does not apply to employers.  Employers are 
allowed to ask about vaccine status or ask if an employee is experiencing COVID-19 symptoms 
when they are entering the workplace or if they have tested positive in order to enforce 
quarantine requirements.  In short, employers can inquire if it is “job-related and consistent 
with business necessity” – and both COVID status and vaccinated status falls under that 
umbrella.  Also, asking for proof of vaccination is not a “disability-related inquiry” – it is a 
question about vaccination status. If an employer does require proof of vaccination, then any 
record related to the vaccination status of the employee must be maintained as a confidential 
medical record.    
 

2. What’s a good way to maintain privacy and gauge vaccination rates within an office? You must 
maintain confidentiality to those that report they have been vaccinated. Employees may very 
likely share amongst themselves though. I would designate one point person to report 
vaccinated status to and then they could even share 50% of our office or 75% of our office is 
vaccinated, etc. It is a great motivational tool! 

 

3. Our payroll company (Paylocity) doesn't offer the feature to list additional State PSL (Covid) on 
the pay stub.  Should we give a separate attachment each pay period.  If so what needs to be 
include YTD used and YTD available (80 hours  less YTD used)? Yes, you need to supply 
employees with their CSPSL bank of time available and what’s been used.  A separate document 
each payroll is ok.  I would ask Paylocity about this again, though. It has to be tracked somehow 
in order to redeem your payroll tax credits.  
 

4. How are firms handling technology for a hybrid work situation?  Are firms providing duplicate 
workstations at each location?  Laptops with Remote Desktop?  Another solution?  This could be 



a very expensive accommodation in order to be productive in both places. Firms that already 
had cloud-based storage and file-sharing had a much easier time transitioning to remote work. 
Some provided laptops that were capable of running drawing software, others gave a one-time 
payment to cover costs of setting up an effective home office including additional internet 
speed or a comfortable office chair. Those with physical servers located at the office mostly 
used laptops with Remote Desktops to their office computers, though some actually took their 
office computers home.  Other technologies that help remote work are:  

o a dedicated communications platform such as Slack or MS Teams;  
o task management programs such as Click-Up or Wrike;  
o and software that facilitates drawing review and real-time collaboration, such as 

BlueBeam.  
 
 


